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GUESTROOMS AND SUITES REDEFINE LUXURY AND COMFORT
AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL, WASHINGTON D.C.
WASHINGTON, D.C. – Guestrooms and suites at Mandarin Oriental, Washington D.C. delight visitors
with décor, marrying Asian elegance with stylish traditional touches, set against the hotel’s signature
water and district views. Several layouts are made possible by the unique shape of the building, with
guestrooms measuring between 400 to 700 square feet. The design is in keeping with the elements of
Feng Shui. For example, the location of the mirror does not face the entry door thereby ensuring good
luck is not reflected out of the room and circular forms draw good luck into the guestrooms.

The color palette in most guestrooms is feature gold, cream and neutral tones. On the eighth and ninth
floor are the hotel’s Tai Pan accommodations, which feature a rich red, burgundy and beige color scheme
along with flat panel televisions with HDTV. Nightstand lamps throughout are a contemporary Japanese
lantern design and artwork is a mixture of Western and Asian. Replica pieces from the Smithsonian Freer
Gallery and Sackler Gallery are contrasted with work from contemporary American artists. The television
rests on a piece inspired by a Japanese chest or “tansu,” that is commonly used in Northeast Asia, distinct
for its simplicity of shape and material.

All accommodations feature customized furnishings, high-speed Internet access, three dual-line phones
with voicemail, flat screen televisions and lavish marble bathrooms, many with views from generous
soaking tubs.
Signature Suites…Redefined
Using a harmonious balance of colors, texture and materials, the designers’ vision was to create a classic
yet modern feel that would welcome both leisure and business guests. The goal was to combine form and
function with beautifully selected pieces for an environment in which to relax and entertain, surrounded
by nuances of our famed Oriental heritage.
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Presidential Suite
With panoramic views stretching from the Washington Monument to the Jefferson Memorial, the
Presidential Suite’s décor matches the iconic beauty found just beyond the windows. In the “great room,”
with its soaring double-height ceilings, cool earth tones create a light and airy environment, while
multiple seating options offer guests comfortable spaces in which to accommodate larger parties. The
adjacent study, which connects the living room to the bedroom, has been made into a cozy annex for
respite and intimate meetings. The sleek dining room allows guests a location to entertain in a stylized
setting overlooking the Washington Monument.

Jefferson Suite
Named after the majestic memorial just outside its windows, The Jefferson Suite is an expansive display
of comfort, function and luxury. Encompassing 1,900 square feet of the hotel's fourth-floor, this opulent
two-bedroom, corner suite boasts a full kitchen, dining room, sitting area and den. Guests can settle into
the suite’s comfortable living areas, all while enjoying stunning views of the Tidal Basin, the Washington
Marina, Martin Luther King Memorial, and well beyond to the Pentagon and Arlington. The Jefferson
Suite exudes a warm, relaxing feel that make it ideal as a residence for guests seeking a long-stay option,
or a haven for relaxation while enjoying the U.S. capital. Guests can take a seat at the rich, mahogany
dining table as the windows in the suite frame the Jefferson Memorial like a picture-perfect portrait. The
soothing palette of taupe, brown and neutral tones is accented by subtle Asian touches that reflect the
hotel's oriental heritage.

Oriental Suite
The hotel’s Oriental Suite offers a living room and dining room which flow together, without obstruction,
creating a larger and more residential feel. The soft palette of taupe and beige gives warmth and glow to
the suite, and elegant Asian touches subtly reflect the group’s Oriental heritage. The bedroom follows the
color scheme and remains a tranquil place to overlook the Tidal Basin – with its world-renowned, historic
cherry blossom trees – and beyond.
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Mandarin and Ambassador Suites
Both the Mandarin and Ambassador Suites feature interiors that enliven their spaces. In keeping with the
overall design direction, these suites showcase simple, yet sophisticated furnishings that help to create
beautifully appointed environments. With carefully chosen decorative pieces, artwork and fabrics, the
designers have given the suites perfect accents that offer guests a place to indulge, enjoy and unwind.

About Mandarin Oriental, Washington D.C.
Mandarin Oriental, Washington D.C. offers an ideal location on the southwest waterfront providing
picturesque views of the Jefferson Memorial, Washington Monument, Tidal Basin and Washington
Marina in addition to being within walking distance of the nation’s most cherished monuments and the
city’s famed Cherry Blossom trees. The elegant retreat exudes a refined sense of style with beautifully
designed rooms, spacious suites including the luxurious three-bedroom Presidential Suite, a Forbes Four
Star Spa, legendary service and exceptional restaurants. Stay connected with Mandarin Oriental,
Washington D.C. on Facebook and Twitter. For reservations, please contact the hotel directly at +1 (202)
787-6140, toll free (888) 888-1778, or visit www.mandarinoriental.com/washington.

Photography of Mandarin Oriental is available to download, in high and low resolution, in the Photo
Library of our Media section, at www.mandarinoriental.com.

Visit Destination MO (www.destinationMO.info), the online version of Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group’s
bespoke publication, MO. News about our award-winning hotels, the best dining experiences, spa
treatments, travel retreats and interviews with the Group’s celebrity fans is now just a click away.
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